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BY E. C. W. RUDGE 

0 be back in Klosters in January 1947, after eight years, was 
like returning home. Certainly both home and ourselves had 
changed, but we soon learned that the change was only super-

ficial. Mountains, and the people who live among them, do not change 
fundamentally. · 

One of our first actions was to call on Michaud. He ·was out on 
the Parsenn, but Frau Michaud expressed her conviction that he 
would be round to see us directly he came back. He was, and he 
and I began again that most absorbing of discussions what should we 
aim te> do in my all too _ brief holiday ? Two weeks soon vanish away 
on a mountain holiday, and of course th.ere was the weather to be 
considered. There was enough snow, but none too much, in fact the · 
proper time to climb was now. However, being most sadly diffident 
about what would happen when I once again put on my ski, I regret
fully told Michaud that I must have a few days to get my ski legs back 
again. After that we could try more ambitious projects Sagliains, 
Verstanklahorn, even Linard, who could tell ? _ Michaud agreed, and 
asked whether he could come with me up the Casanna, ' comme ami.' 
Of course I agreed. - . 

This was our first expedition. The Casanna is a beautiful, narrow 
snow ridge in winter, perhaps half a mile long. It was then in fine 
condition and we reached the summit without putting on the rope. 
The weather was grand and the views magnificent. I had gone well 
and was feeling very fit. on· returning to our ski I felt a slight qualm ; 
except for a short run down_ to Klosters from the Alpenrosli the day 
before, I had not attempted any downhill running since 1939· What 
would happen on difficult snow ? I soon found out and the short run 
down to the Parsenn hut was a record for slowness. The light anq 
the snow were both difficult, and even on the series of enormous 
detours I made I fell several times. Michaud was waiting for me at 
the hut in some amusement ; I was not amused, for I realised that 
Klosters was 3500 ft. and several miles below us. 

After feeding we ascended to the Furka and then began one of the 
most unpleasant runs of my life. It wasn't so bad "l:lntil approaching 
darkness made the light utterly impossible, and I started to fal~ every 
few yards. Below the first chalets I could do no more, took off my 
ski and footslogged back to the village. It took me two hours. What a 
finish to a day which in all other respects had been so enjoyable !. 
' Quelle expedition,' as Michaud feelingly remarked. 

I now realised that hard and concentrated practice was needed 
before my dreams of Verstankla or Linard would have even the faintest 
hope of fulfill.ment, and planned my days accordingly. The first went 
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well and I progressed _ most rapidly, feeling much more at home by 
the end of it. The next started well, but just above the I{reuzweg I 
ran into a rock hidden under soft snow, twisted my left leg back to 
front and wrenched my knee and ankle. I had to ski the remaining 

_ 3qoo ft. on one foot, the other being only a passenger. However, a 
_day's rest revealed no signs of deterioration, so I bound myself up in 
elastic bandages from thigh to ankle and thus made my leg serviceable 
as a prop, if nothing else. Greatly encouraged by the apparent 
stability of this arrangement, I set forth for the Griinhorn, via the 
Gotschna Alp. All went very satisfactorily; the leg behaved as well 
as could be expected, suffering no ill effects from the steep snow climb 
up and down the Griinhorn. I took an immensely long time to ski 
back to Klosters, by Wolfgang and Laret, and could not even attempt 
the wood running with one leg and a post, so removed my ski and 
carried them down through the ·wood. The rest of the run was easy 
going, mostly along the road, and I got back to Klosters feeling I had 
had a good day. On the way down the moon came out and the 
Silvretta peaks were bathed in a weird but most lovely greenish mauve 
light, caused by the conjunction of inoonrise and sunset. I had not 
seen anything quite like it before. 

By now my holiday was half over and the real objectives were still 
not even attempted. I accordingly asked Michaud it he could come 
up to the Vereina hut on the following day. He at first said he could 
not, but afterwards agreed to come up late in the evening, as he had 
a client for the rest of the day. I make a leisurely ascent to the hut 
in the afternoon and had gone to bed by the time he arrived. 

Next morning Michaud woke me at 4.30, only to say that he thought 
the weather lo.oked none too promising. It did not ; there was a big 
halo round the moon and the stars showed dimly through mist. Light 
snow was falling. We ·went back to bed. 

At 6 o'clock he woke me· again, and this time it looked rather better. 
We had breakfast and at about 7 o'clock set off for Piz Sagliains, by 
the ~Vereina Pass. The approach to this pass is a fine one, with savage, 
serrated peaks on ,either hand. On one's left is the long, jagged ridge 
of the Ungeheuerhorner, followed by the sharp peaks of the Platten
horner ; on one's right the less dramatic but imposing north face of the 
Rosentalispitze and then a great fang, apparently nameless an.d seldom 
climbed, in spite of its challenging appearance. From the top of the 
pass the massive pyramid of Linard was seen, towering into cloud, 
its curiously tipped strata etched in black against the predominant 
white of the snow, the great couloir cleaving its face, ending in steep, 
icy slabs leading up towards the summit. It is certainly a very fine 
mountain and of enormous size. We bore left, away from it, and after 
a short schuss tackled a small glacier leading to the west of Sagliains. 
This peak, about Io,soo ft. in height, is right under the sl].adow of 
Linard, which is connected with it by a steep arete. Linard is about 
Iooo ft. higher. Sagliains itself consists of a jagged crest, dropping 
steeply at either end and quite narrow in places. It would be an easy 
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peak in summer, but with the rock iced over and rather treacherous 
we put on the rope for the last 100ft. or so. 

The outstanding feature of the view from the summit was the 
immense north-east ridge of Linard, dropping over 4000 ft. into the 
Lawinetal. This would be a magnificent summer climb, but Michaud 
told me that the rock is not too sound. 

The return to the hut was uneventful, though inevitably slow, but 
the bandages did their job well. They gave me what I should think 
must be a feeling similar to that of having a wooden leg. There was 
one sad result, however, which appeared when I came to take off my 
stockings. I had completely skinned both my heels, which were 
firmly stuck to my stockings. The expedition had taken Iot hours · 
and had gone without a hitch of any kind. 

That evening, before turning in, I walked out into the moonlight. 
The cold was so intense it seemed to cut me. The sky was clear, and 
right opposite the door of the hut the Rosentalispitze was a spectacle 
never to be forgotten. The buttresses stood out like white, glistening_ 
sword blades; the gullies between them were black as pitch. The top 

·of each buttress looked like a spire of gleaming crystal, an effect which 
gave to the rather lumpish, undistinguished mountain the appearance 
of some unearthly, magic palace of fairyland. It was the most beautiful 
effect of moonlight upon a mountain that I have ever seen. 

Next day, I with well plastered heels, we set out at 5 A.M. for the 
Verstanklahorn. However, even with plastered heels my pace was 
funereal and we did not reach the Vernela Glacier until nearly two 
hours behind schedule. Here we held a conference, the upshot of 
which was that we went on. The Vernelatal runs parallel with the 
valley we had ascended on the previous day, and we passed beneath 
Piz Sagliains, but on its other, very steep side. The Vernela Glacier 
fills the bed of a great couloir, which descends between the Verstankla 
and the Schwarzkopf (whose Romance name is the opposite, Caputsch 
Alba) ; it is therefore exceedingly steep and is slotted with deep 
c.revasses like enormous letter box slits. These were, of course, quite 
invisible UJ?der the snow, but all the more dangerous for that.· The 
snow, however, was good and the danger of an avalanche negligible. 
We . left our ski on the outrun of the couloir, taking only two 1oo-ft. I 

lengths of line, our rucksacks and ice-axes . 
On reaching the col between the V erstankla and the Schwarzkopf 

we were confronted by a big gendarme, like a great tooth. The view 
was wonderful ; we were higher than anything else in the vicinity, 
except Linard, which again dominated the landscape ; Sagliains looked 
very small and insignificant, although only 500 ft. below us. A vast 
panorama swept out beyond the V ernelatal ; all our old friends of the 
Vereina were clearly visible, besides much of the Parsenn. Immed
iately above were the summit aretes of the two flanking peaks, of which 
the lower part of the V erstanklahorn appeared quite easy. Up this 
we went, encountering no difficulties until we came to a nasty, loose 
buttress from which Michaud dislodged a perfect avalanche of boulders, 
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great and small, which were held in precarious suspension by the 
thinnest layer of ice. What was left of the buttress had not much in 
the way of holds, and I found it difficult. From this point the ridge 
became harder, and in one place definitely severe, owing to the holds 
being all iced up. I was glad of the rope on this section, as my almost 
rigid leg made the difficulties considerable. The view below was not 
encouraging ; the fllOUntain descended vertically for about I oo ft., 
then came an overhang and nothing more was visible until a very long 
way down indeed. Mter this difficult section came an exposed and 
almost holdless traverse, fortunately very short, then a fairly easy . 
scramble to the summit, on which we arrived at about 2 P.M. Cloud 
was coming down and we did not linger ; we were a long way from the 
V ereinatal and our base. 

The descent went very well ; climbing and roping· down we got 
back to our ski at 4.30 P.M. However, the Vernelatal is long and it 
was 7.30 before we got back to the hut. We had then been i4! hours 
on ski and on foot, but oddly enough I was less tired than on the pre
vious day. My feet were all to pieces, but what did that matter ? It 
had been a grand day. The V erstanklahorn is one of the highest of 
the Silvretta peaks ; it is well over I I ,ooo ft. in height and has one 
classic route, the Silvretta arete, which Michaud assures me is an 
absolutely first class expedition. I look forward to attempting it one 
day. · , · 

Next day we returned to Davos by the J ori Glacier and the Fluelatal, 
but my feet were so bad that I did not enjoy it. This break up of my 
heels was apparently an effect of the new, rigid bindings which I used 
and which .are not ideal for mountaineering, though apparently very 
fine for spe~dwork. It was certainly not due to my boots, which 
were very old friends, thoroughly broken in by years of climbing 
and skiing. I had equipped them with rubber beach-landing soles, 
like the Swiss ' vibrams,' excellent for snow and dry rock, .though 
treacherous on any slippery surface. 

A few days later my first post-war Alpine holiday ended. Two 
weeks was far too short a time in which both to train for and carry 
out n1ajor mountaineering expeditions on ski, and starting skiing again 
well on the wrong side of 40 was far from child's play. Still, I am very 
glad I did it. The old joy in the high peaks was quite undiminished, 
the Swiss were as delightful as ever, continuity from 1939 had been 
re-established ; Michaud and I have already included the first (?) 
January ascent of Linard in our plans for I 948. The gap has been 
bridged. 
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